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Steve Earle’s excellent new album marks his much-welcomed return to
country music. He sounds more energized and powerful than he has in
years.
Steve Earle is a staunch traditionalist who has always somehow been
ahead of his time. In the 1970s, he ran away from home for Nashville,
and he ended up appearing in the documentary Heartworn
Highways—barely 20 years old—looking up to the masters as he honed
his craft. In the 1980s, as country music was getting glossier, he was
taking inspiration from Born in the U.S.A. and getting grittier. In the
1990s, he was fresh out of jail, singing songs about the hard lessons
he’d learned and spinning stark tales of sobriety into new standards.
Lately, Earle’s been on a prolific streak, releasing new albums at a fiery
pace while serving as a spiritual godfather for country’s current
renaissance. He embodies an artistic ideal for young artists attempting
to maintain their authenticity while continuing to evolve. In other
words, it was only a matter of time before the genre caught up with
him.

On the opening track of his excellent new album, Earle decides to let
you in on some of his secrets. “So you wanna be an outlaw, buddy take
it from me,” he sings with a snarl. “This living on the highway ain’t
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everything it’s supposed to be.” It’s a warning, but it’s also a pretty
alluring invitation, signaling Earle’s return to country music following
his 2015 blues album Terraplane and last year’s folksy collaboration
with Shawn Colvin. For the second verse, he brings in Willie Nelson to
take the lead, coaxing a growly, near-indecipherable delivery from one
of country’s most amiable voices. Pedal steel and winding guitars roar
behind them, exquisitely produced to sound like a bargain-bin record
blasting from an old turntable, with all the grit reflected in their pipes.

Such is our introduction to So You Wannabe an Outlaw, an album
dominated by simple pleasures. But it’s more than just a pleasant
throwback: Earle sounds more energized and powerful than he has in
years. In the roaring fireman’s anthem “The Firebreak Line,” he
sounds particularly pissed off; when he tells you, “Ed Pulaski is a
friend of mine,” you might worry that you somehow offended him by
suggesting otherwise. In “If Mama Coulda Seen Me,” he effectively
sneezes out the entire scope of outlaw country in one succinct
sentence: “If my mama coulda seen me in this prison she’d’a cried but
she cain’t.” Best of all is “Fixin’ to Die,” a pulverizing rocker that feels
like the intro to “When the Levee Breaks” spread throughout an entire
country song. During these tracks, Earle sounds not just comfortable
within the genre’s limitations, but thrilled at the prospect of telling
new stories within them.

The album’s second half slows down a bit, but it maintains the focus
on songcraft and mood. Coming off her own recent career-best,
Miranda Lambert joins Earle for the deceptively sunny-sounding cowrite “This Is How It Ends.” The album’s gnarly production is used to
great effect here, tying their voice together like ex-lovers reminiscing
over a bittersweet phone call. The fact that both songwriters have gone
through their own highly publicized divorces in the last few years only
elevates the drama. “You Broke My Heart” mines similar territory but
finds its rhythm in the boozey balladry of Phases and Stages-era
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Willie, with Earle delivering his lyrics more lazily, like he’s rocking
back and forth on his porch with a bottle of whiskey.

Being a music scholar like Earle isn’t necessary to enjoy these songs,
but it certainly helps. Earle—who also hosts a show on SiriusXM’s
Outlaw Country channel, for which this album might serve as a living
advertisement—imbues his songs with a dizzying number of homages
and allusions. On the deluxe edition of the album, there’s even a suite
of classic country covers that segues naturally from the closing notes
of “Goodbye Michelangelo,” Earle’s touching tribute to the late Guy
Clark. Atop the heartland power-pop of “Sunset Highway,” Earle
shouts out Darkness on the Edge of Town and muses about a melody
he heard about in a “dream, or was it a song.” It’s emblematic of the
album’s motivating principle, that the key to succeeding in country
music isn’t just by studying the past: it’s by living it.

Back to home
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Album Review – Country Side of Harmonica
Sam’s “A Drink After Midnight”
by Kyle "Trigger" Coroneos - SavingCountryMusic.com

If you’re doggedly on the search for music that hearkens back to the Golden Age of country,
and the songs and sounds of folks such as Hank Williams, Lefty Frizell, and Webb Pierce, The
Country Side of Harmonica Sam is where your search parameters should begin and end. We’re
not talking about close approximations here. Country Side of Harmonica Sam sounds so
incredibly similar to the old masters and their old recordings, it will leave your mouth agape,
you checking the back of the album for a copyright date, and feeling like the ghosts of country
music’s past have been resurrected right before your very eyes and ears.

Yes, there’s a healthy gaggle of modern day artists who can put the moan in their music like
Hank Williams did, or who have dedicated their craft to studying the old greats and trying to
match their mastery note for note. But none have succeeded in the sheer closeness to the old
sounds in the modern context as Country Side of Harmonica Sam. This isn’t about paying
forward the sounds and songs of the old great for the modern ear. This isn’t doing your best to
keep the roots of the genre intertwined with your music. It is an honest to goodness 100%
exact museum replica of what you would have heard in the 50’s and early 60’s in country music
done anew.

Making the whole enterprise of Country Side of Harmonica Sam that much more astounding is
that this is not even a North American band. Harmonica Sam and his band are from Sweden of
all places, but you would never be clued into this by listening to the music from the incredible
expertise the entire band evidences in recreating the old sounds. “Shocking” is really the only
appropriate word here when you behold what they’re capable of.

Harmonica Sam’s original genre isn’t even country. That’s one of the reasons for his funny name, and
accounts for the fact that you won’t hear a lick of harmonica playing in this music. He actually started in
the blues back in the 90’s, and then eventually immigrated to old school rock and country, which led him
eventually to this project. In 2009 Harmonica Sam met steel guitar player Peter Andersson who is also
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incredibly important to the passion for old school country and the authentic nature of the sound that
makes Country Side of Harmonica Sam so spellbinding.

But none of this would be intriguing as anything more than some marvel of sound re-creation if
it wasn’t for the songs and the performances turned in by this band. Each of their original songs
work hauntingly similar to the older songs of the 50’s, with the same vernacular, turns of
phrases, themes and such, yet are still completely original in their creation. This is not just a
cover band, though one of their best tricks is unearthing forgotten Golden Era gems that you’ve
never heard but should have, like the astounding “Tears Don’t Stain.” Yes, the songs work
within the limiting confines of a very specific era, but still breathe life into eternal and timeless
themes just like the old songs did.

If Country Side of Harmonica Sam had been around in the 50’s, they’d be in the Hall of Fame
right now, and rival the other old greats in the influence they forged simply from the quality of
the songs and performances. Just like the songs of the old greats, these offerings are short, to
the point, quick and catchy, leaving you looking for the repeat button. Yes, it’s more of an
interpretation of an era than an original expression. But the precision and success of that
interpretation deserves elevated recognition in itself.

For those that feel marooned in the modern world, or just love the simple, by-gone nature of
classic country, Country Side of Harmonica Sam is a marvel, and a welcome treat to the senses.
1 3/4 Guns Up (7.5/10)

–––––––––––––
Country Side of Harmonica Sam is Peter Andersson (pedal steel), Ulrik Jansson (upright bass),
Patrik Malmros (drums), Johan Bandling Melin (lead guitar/harmony vocals) and Harmonica
Sam (lead vocals/rhythm guitar).
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Souvenirs’ Cheap, From the Chief
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It’s good for your Car

Good and thick, peace
out
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Q’s good Pizza

Have Your Affairs Here
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REAL MUSIC PLAYED FOR REAL PEOPLE BY REAL DJS

July 2017

#1 Steve Earle & The Dukes So You Wannabe An Outlaw(*TR, *RV,
*PT, *OO, *MP, *JZ, *GS, *SM,*DF, *CP)
2. Slaid Cleaves Ghost On The Car Radio Candy House Media(*TR,
*RV, *PVG, *PK, *MB, *KC, *JVD, *GM, *CP)
3. Jason Isbell and the 400 Unit The Nashville Sound(*SD, *RC, *PT,
*MB, *JZ, *JVD, *GM,*DF, *CP)
4. Zephania Ohora with the 18 Wheelers This Highway(*TR, *SD,
*OO, *OAM, *JZ, *BS)
5. Johnny Bush The Absolute Johnny Bush(*GS, *EW, *ATC, *ABA)
6. Sam Baker Land Of Doubt(*RC, *PP, *JP, *FH)
7. Willie Nelson God's Problem Child(*TR, *OO, *JZ, *EW, *ATC)
8. Sarah Jane Scouten When the Bloom Falls from the Rose(*PP,
*OAM, *BS)
9. Robyn Ludwick This Fall To Ride(*SD, *OAM, *MF)
10. The Secret Sisters You Don't Own Me Anymore(*PT, *MB, *BS)
11. Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives – Way Out
West(*PT,*DF)
12. Justin Townes Earle Kids In The Street(*TR, *MB, *JVD)
13. Amanda Anne Platt & The Honeycutters(*MP,* SD)
14. John Mellencamp feat Carlene Carter Sad Clowns & Hillbillies
Island(*PVG, *JVD)
15. Jim Lauderdale LondonSouthern Redeye(*KC, *CP)
16. Justin TrevinoA Tribute to Ray Price & the Cherokee
Cowboys(*KP, *EW, *ATC)
17. Bobby Osborne Original(*KP, *GS)
18. Amber Cross Savage On The Downhill(*TG, *PP)
19. L.A. RiverCatz L.A. Rivercatz (Andrew Lilly and the L.A.
Rivercatz(*TG, *MN)
20. Bobby Earl Smith Calling Me Calling You (Muleshoe)(*TG)
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A) UM OF THE MONTH
ABA
ATC1
BS1
CP1
DC1
DF1
EW1
FH1
GM1
GS1
JA1
JVD1
JZ1
KC1
KP1
MB1
MF1
MN1
MP1
OAM1
OO1
PH1
PK1
PP1
PT1
PVG1
RC1
RV1
SD1

Johnny Bush The Absolute Johnny Bush
Dale Watson and Ray Benson
Sam Outlaw Tenderheart
Amanda Anne Platt & The Honeycutters
Lindsey Buckingham & Christine McVie Lindsey Buckingham Christine McVie
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives – Way Out West (Superlatone)
Johnny Bush The Absolute Johnny Bush (Bgm)
Judy Kass Beyond The Ash And Steel
Jason Isbell and the 400 Unit The Nashville Sound
Johnny Bush The Absolute Johnny Bush (Bgm)
Tim Henderson The Legacy Collection (Snake Hollow)
Justin Townes Earle Kids In The Street
Jake La Botz Sunnyside
Slaid Cleaves Ghost On The Car Radio Candy House Media/Continental Record Services
Riders in the SkyBest of the West
The Secret Sisters You Don't Own Me Anymore (New West Records)
Robyn Ludwick This Fall To Ride (Decal)
Gwyneth Moreland Cider
Amanda Anne Platt & The Honeycutters
Sarah Jane Scouten When the Bloom Falls from the Rose
Zephania Ohora with the 18 Wheelers This Highway
Ani DiFranco Binary Righteous
Russ Tolman. Compass & Map Lost
Sam Baker Land Of Doubt
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives – Way Out West (Superlatone)
Slaid Cleaves Ghost On The Car Radio Candy House Media/Continental Record Services
Sam Baker Land Of Doubt
Jason Isbell – The Nashville Sound
Zephania Ohora with the 18 Wheelers This Highway
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